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Welcome

From Mr Johnson, Headmaster
Before writing this short introduction, I sat down to look through a draft
version of this publication. Inevitably, as I turned the pages, the hours
passed as each story brought back memories of a year packed full of
events, activities, productions and achievements. It is hard to do justice
to the sheer richness and variety of Wellington life.
Opportunities abound and I am delighted that so many of our pupils
choose to make the most of them. Whether it be signing up for a
trip, entering a competition or taking part in a production, just getting
involved can be the first step to something really special. So often, the
activities that people enjoy throughout life are the ones that they first
encountered at school.
I hope that you enjoy reading this edition of the ‘Turret’ as much as I
did. The narrative of Wellington is written in its pages and I pay proper
tribute to all of the pupils and staff, without whose energy and zest for
life none of these stories would have been written. I thank also our new
Editor, Aimee Cassells, who has done such a splendid job in producing
this first class edition of our school magazine.
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Why Wellington?
Primary 7 at Wellington School is a supportive stepping stone to Senior School. Highly dedicated and caring
staff lead pupils through this experience and the transition is made as trouble-free as possible both for
children coming from Wellington Junior School and from other schools.
Pupils work within a timetabled day with the form teacher delivering core subjects such as English, Maths,
Social Studies, Health and Well-Being, Religious and Moral Education and Technology.
Senior School specialists teach Art, Computing, French, Geography, History, Music, PE, and Science. By
starting the Senior School curriculum pupils begin to form bonds with Senior School staff and become
familiar with the Senior School buildings.
Some of our current Primary 7 pupils would agree that Primary 7 at Wellington School is a unique and
exciting experience. Take a look at some of their persuasive writing assesments below:

Fraser Steward:
Firstly, in P7 we have had so many amazing sporting opportunities. In fact in a few weeks I have an athletics
tournament with Khalan, Rory K, Rory R and myself. However in P7 we do a lot more sports. On Tuesday’s
there is cricket training after school which is on for an hour and a half. I like cricket however it is not my
favourite. After that I go to Rugby training which this week was held at Millbrae. Rugby is my favourite sport
and I love it so much. We also have a school football team which I am fortunate enough to be playing in
alongside some of my friends. We train on a Friday and our coach is Mr Graham who is hilarious. I strongly
believe that Wellington has the best sporting opportunities. That leads me on to my next point.
Secondly, we have specialist teachers for a lot of subjects including sports, science, geography, history,
computing, french, music and drama. For example in P.E./sports we have a range of teachers although
usually we get Mr Ness or Mr Craig. This is excellent because they are specialists and if we had a normal
teacher it wouldn’t be as good because they wouldn’t be specialists. We also have Mrs Shaw who takes
my class for history and geography, I think she is a brilliant teacher. We also have other specialists but i’m
not going to name them all. Mrs McGowan is my form teacher and she takes me for a few subjects. In
conclusion we have some specialists which is good and our form teacher.
That eases us into my third point. The transition from primary school to secondary school. For some pupils
moving from primary to a huge intimidating secondary school is hard but in Wellington it is easier because
P7 is half and half (half primary, half secondary). We get some specialists and a form teacher who helps us
just like a class teacher in P6 would. When you move school and go into S1 it’s hard because you don’t know
your way around however all of our classes are in the senior school so we get to know where everything is.
For example on my first day of S1 I wouldn’t have known where the science labs were but because P7 is half
and half I know where everything is. I won’t be as nervous going into S1 now. This concludes my point that
the transition from primary school to senior school is easier in Wellington.

Jessica:
I strongly believe that Primary 7 is an incredible year at Wellington. With so much to offer from trips to having
your very own chromebook it’s a no brainer. Wellington is the place to be and I am going to tell you why.
Firstly, in Primary 7 you get access to so many different clubs/activities at lunchtime and after school. For
example, at the start of the year all the way until the Easter holidays I went to school hockey every Tuesday
after school and on Saturday mornings. While doing this I had a blast, I learned so much and I became friends
with people I never would have thought of becoming friends with. I also go to netball which was on a Monday
after school and sometimes matches on a Wednesday after school. I also have an incredible time playing
netball and it has become one of my favourite sports. I socialize with different pupils in S1 and S2. Other after
school sporting activities include cricket, football, rugby and athletics. On a Monday lunchtime I take part
in choir we do lots of different shows, for instance we performed at the Gaiety theatre, school concerts and
services. I also went to German club on Tuesday lunchtime. Taking part in this club gave me the chance to go
to Germany! I loved going to Germany (as most would have) and I will never forget the 150 feet tall Christmas
tree. Having these clubs makes Wellington so much more interesting.
Secondly, John Muir. In Primary 7 you do something called John Muir, it is based on an explorer called
-unsurprisingly- John Muir. You do lots of fun and amusing activities. We went canoeing on two different days.
The first day was learning the different techniques and playing games. It was very funny as lots of people
fell in! Even though it was cold we still had a stupendous time. The second was even more fun! My favourite
part of that day was when Naomi fell in with all of her clothes on. We were all so busy laughing that Erin (my
partner for canoeing) and I didn’t realise that we were drifting away. We also went through some rapids and
Erin and I nearly crashed into a rock, we just missed it (you would have heard us scream from a mile away).
We are going camping next week which I am excited for -well most of it- and a Ness Glen hike. John Muir is
extremely fun and it helps us learn about the world around you as well. A win win situation!
Thirdly, being in the senior school in general is one of the many great things about Wellington. For instance
we have different teachers for different subjects. For half of the time I have my form teacher and for the other
half I have specialists Senior school teachers. This helps you feel secure at first but then also have the
independence you want. One of the things I love most about Primary 7 is the lunch hall, you can buy
everything that is there cookies, waffles, muffins and fruit of course. The main meals are amazing, my personal
favourite is the chicken curry. Socializing with other pupils is also something that makes Wellington that little
bit more special. I have friends in the year above because of the activities we have done with them. They will
probably have friends in the year above as well. All of these things help with a smooth transitions from the
junior school to the senior school.
In conclusion being at Wellington for Primary 7 really is the best. From going canoeing to even just having
the independence to walk to your own class makes Wellington that little bit different and that is what makes it
special. So why go anywhere else?

One of my favourite things about P7 is our fantastic chromebooks. I use them for so much including
checking when my homework is for, doing my homework, making slideshows, making documents, sending
emails, playing games like linguascope or prodigy and checking definitions to name a few. I carry mine in
my bag. My favourite thing to do on my chromebook is make slideshows. Right now you’re reading one of
my documents. My year are the first year to get them and we are so lucky. I’m sure we all agree they are
magnificent. I strongly believe that chromebooks are amazing.
In this piece of persuasive writing I have talked about the sporting opportunities in P7, specialist teachers,
the transition from primary to secondary and chromebooks. I hope you can agree that P7 at Wellington is
incredible, marvelous, awesome and unbelievable.
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Sophia Girgis:

Sophia Hamilton:

Dear Jenna Lang,

Dear Kate,

Why wouldn’t anyone want to go to Wellington? In complete, honesty I think it’s the perfect
school (oh, and just so you know, we don’t sit around at lunch drinking tea and talking about politics). You
don’t have to be peculiar to go to Wellington; we students are just like everyone else. Having said that, the
school isn’t like any other school. Our school is unique -in a good way- and is perfect for all different types
of learners, but I’ll tell you more about that later. First of all, I’ll tell you about our school’s fantastic way to
transition you into S.1 without any hassle.

Wellington school is a unique, lively, out-of-the-ordinary school and you would be missing out if you
didn’t join.

I’m so grateful that Wellington has such a good way to transition you into S.1. I’ve heard from some of my
friends from other schools that apparently your first day in S.1 is extremely nerve-wracking. Nevertheless, the
S.1 students here say they felt very comfortable going into S.1 because of P.7 at Wellington. Our school has a
marvellous way of making sure the P.7’s transition well into S.1. You see, the idea is that all P.7’s will have all of
their classes in the senior building, Carleton Turrets. Also, most of your classes are with your form teacher, so
that you feel well-known and secure. However, ⅓ of your timetable is spent with the senior teachers, so you
will get familiar with them, with moving around using a timetable and get a head-start on S.1 subjects.

On that note, Wellington is an independent school therefore we don’t need permission or money from the
council to build or supply. We just recently renovated our new lodge which I’m sure is now our favourite
classroom. Just this year, for the first time, all the P7s got Chromebooks meaning work is completed faster
as no-one has to go up the long ,tiring, towering stairs to get laptops for google slides, docs, classroom etc.
or just in general for researching.

Firstly, Wellington has smaller classes meaning there’s more one to one time with the teacher. If you ever
get stuck, or find particular work difficult to understand, there’s a better chance you’ll get help in person
instead of the whole class going over it with you still having no clue whatsoever.

Another factor of Wellington’s smooth transition is you get to know a lot of other senior pupils doing different activities such as:

The most unique aspect of Wellington is the fact that P7s are in the Senior School. To help with a successful
smooth transition, you take classes with your Form Teacher - core subjects like Maths, English, Social Studies
and Health and Wellbeing. But you also have classes with Senior Teachers - Science, PE, History, Geography,
Computing and Art - so you get to know them and get a head start on some S1 lessons for the next year.

•
•

To help settling in the Senior School, P7s get S6 buddies to go to for help if you ever get lost in school,
which is unlikely as it’s surprisingly easy to find your way although it looks like Hogwarts.

P7 worked with S.1 doing some World Book Day activities and got to know them better.
P7 held an afternoon for parents to come and learn about Fairtrade with S.2.

I think Wellington’s smooth transition idea is great.
Doesn’t it sometimes bother you if you’re talking to an out of school friend and you wanted to tell them
about something you’re doing in school, but it’s not very interesting because your friend is doing the
exact same thing as you? Luckily, I don’t have that problem because Wellington School is not like the other
archetypal schools. All of the P7’s will get a chromebook to keep until they have finished school. I really like
this because I personally think it gives you a bit of responsibility and it is also very useful because you can
take it to all of your classes. Also, we do the John Muir Award which can help you prepare for your Duke of
Edinburgh. Recently, we did some paddling for our John Muir. Unfortunately, my group did it in the worst
weather. Oh how freezing I was in the cold, heavy, soaking rain! However, the paddling was so much fun it
made up for the rain.
So, in conclusion, I strongly believe that Wellington is simply the perfect school. It is a comforting place, you
have a smooth transition into S.1, you get to know each other and senior pupils as well, you get to do fun
activities, you get your own chromebook, it is a supportive, safe place and you get to participate in lots of
other interesting activities.
So why wouldn’t you want to come to Wellington?

Next, let’s consider opportunities. Now, opportunities at Wellington can range from being in the school
show to going to Dortmund (where our twin school in Germany is located in case you didn’t know). I should
probably explain the school show is a musical we do every year (you know... Les Miserables, Chicago and
this year it’s Phantom Of The Opera that kinda thing). It’s done at the Gaiety and is always a-maz-ing!
Finally, fun. Now, in Wellington in P7 you do John Muir. In John Muir we do beach explorations and cleans,
canoeing, a Ness Glen walk and camping at Culzean. When we went canoeing for the second time - we do it
twice - I was in a canoe with someone called Emma. You go along a rapid were the water gets really fast, we
went in twos and threes with an instructor as there were a lot of stones and you could get stuck and have
to get out your canoe and push it back into the water which might have happened to us. Yes, you guessed
it, our canoe got stuck! I had to get out in the freezing cold water - keep in mind it was raining cats and dogs
and push our canoe back into the water then jump back on it while it was moving. By the end of it, I was
freezing and ready to get onto the bus back to school.
I really think you should come to Wellington as it’s fun, unique, and so much more. There are great
opportunities, amazing trips and never a second of boredom.
									Hope to see you at Wellie!
									Sophia Hamilton

Hope to see you soon,
Sophia Girgis.
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P4 - S6 Sports Day
Sport’s Day at Wellington is always a highly anticipated event, which runs smoothly thanks to the hard
work of Mr Ness and his dedicated PE department (Mr Craig, Miss McLarty, Miss Duffy & Mrs Penton).
It is an event in the Wellington calendar that everyone enjoys and this year was no exception!
The Senior School event was due to take place on Monday 24th June, the forecast was not looking
good and the sky was starting to turn grey, but pupils, staff and parents were optimistic as always and
headed to Dam Park to begin the proceedings. The House Marching was underway with Head boy
Stephen McLarty and Head Girl Kirstie Howat leading the way, just as the skies clouded over and the
rain started. However always the professionals when it comes to House Marching, the pupils carried
on in the pouring rain with not one step out of place, it was a very impressive sight. After the marching,
a decision was made to reschedule the sporting events to the next day, where the weather looked
more promising.
Once again, pupils, parents and staff headed back to Dam Park on the Tuesday, but this time the sun
was shining and the air was warm - a perfect day for Sports Day! Pupils participated in the various
sporting events and races while parent’s, staff and other pupils enthusiastically cheered from the sidelines. It once again proved how lucky we are to have such a supportive community here at Wellington!
We were honoured to have former pupil and Olympic Short Speed Skater, Kathryn Thomson attend
the day to present the prizes and judge the marching. Kathryn also gave an inspiring speech to our
pupils to encourage them to believe in themselves and in their dreams for their future!

2019 Sports Day & House
Report
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Junior & Nursery Sport’s Day
The Nursery and P1-3 Sports Days are always lively and very fun! Parents, grandparents, siblings
and friends come together cheering on our pupils and shouting words of encouragement to all the
competitors.
Senior School helpers are outstanding (as always) supporting and helping their little friends and the staff
are there to cheer on, congratulate and commiserate with the children.
This selection of photos below give just a flavour of what went on a this year’s Nursery and Primary 1
to 3 Sports Day. Some show the cheers and excitement of the children as they win races, take part and
have fun with their friends, others show the sheer determination mid race or just as the races are about
to begin!
Once again, a great Junior Sports Day was had by all and we can’t wait for next year!

2019 House Report by Mrs Newall
During this school year, we have had three Interhouse activity days. The House Coordinators
would like to thank all staff and house captains who helped supervise activities throughout the
year. Bad weather interrupted the first interhouse day so not all events were played.
In December, Nightingale won the annual Interhouse Debate.
In May, the annual swimming gala was held and Montgomery house won. In addition, Charlotte
Hardy in Primary 7 Montgomery broke the school record for 25 meter breaststroke with a time
of 18.78 seconds. A special thank you goes to Mr. Craig for running the swimming gala for many
years.
In June, all year groups played rounders at Doonside. Churchill won the Trophy for Rounders.
In the Senior School, a new house points system has been approved and will start in August.
The system will include house point tokens that teachers can award to pupils. Pupils will put the
tokens into a house collection tube. Periodically, the totals will be announced at house meetings.
House points will also be awarded for interhouse events. The Junior School will continue to use
housemark awards.
Senior Quiz, Senior Badminton, Senior Basketball,
Junior Rugby, Junior Tennis
Junior hockey, Junior Cricket
P5-S2 Swimming Gala, Junior Basketball, Senior
Chess, Senior Tennis, Junior & Senior Netball, House
Marching
Junior Quiz, Junior Chess, Junior & Senior Football,
Junior Badminton, Interhouse Debate
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S2/S3: Mini Book reviews

One of Us is Lying by Karen M. McManus
Summary: Five students walk into detention but
only four leave alive.

A Place Called Perfect by Helena Duggan
Summary: When Violet moves to Perfect she knows
something is up.
There are weird voices in the night and strange
behaviour from her mother. Then her father
disappears.
Can Violet work together with Boy to find out the
secrets of the Archer brothers?

Yale hopeful Bronwyn has never broken a
rule. Sport’s star Cooper only knows what he’s
doing in the baseball diamond. Bad boy Nate
is one step away from a life of crime. Prom
Queen Addy is holding together the cracks of
her perfect life and outsider Simon creates an
online website, revealing everyone’s secrets.
Everyone has something to hide but how far
will you go to protect them?
My Favourite Part: Every chapter!
Would recommend if you like: Thrillers!

My Favourite Part: It’s a spoiler…shhh!

Eva McIntyre (S2)
Would recommend if you like: Mystery!

The Book of Dust by Philip Pullman
Five Feet Apart by Rachael Lippincot
Summary: Stella Grant is a cystic fibrosis
patient and has spent the majority of her life
in and out of hospital.
One day while at the hospital she meets Will,
another cystic fibrosis patient.
They develop a special bond, but will they be
able to stay together?

My Favourite Part: When they go outside to
see the lights.

Summary: Malcolm Polstead has lived a very
uneventful life in his father’s inn but one day a baby
comes to the nuns who live next door. Malcolm
and the baby have a special bond and they go on a
journey along with the barmaid, Alice to reunite Lyra
with her father.
My Favourite Part: When Lord Asriel gives Malcolm
back La Belle
Sauvage

Would recommend if you like: Long books and
complicated plots!

Tilly Roper (S3)

Would recommend if you like: Romance!

Maddie Arnott (S2)
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Art & Design
Mrs Morton (Head of Art at Wellington) has offered a round-up of some of the exciting activities the Art
Department has engaged in over the last year!
Erasmus+ Logo Design
Last term we invited graphic designer Taylor Quate to school to lead logo design workshops. The brief
was to design a logo for our Erasmus+ project, Celebrating Success. The logos were so good that the
jury decided to award two prizes and to use two logos on the project materials.
The winners are both in S1: Jenna Lomas and Evie Scott-Galli.
Their prizes are the Mallinckrodt-Gymnasium Dortmund mascot.
Junk Kouture
A group of ethical fashion designers from Wellington travelled to Londonderry in March to participate
in the regional final of the Bank of Ireland’s Junk Kouture competition. A model from each group
walked the ‘recycled’ catwalk and we couldn’t be prouder of how far they progressed!
We also had a really interesting city tour to see the famous Bogside murals, the peace bridge and
where Cecil Alexander wrote ‘All things Bright and Beautiful.’
Thank you to those of you who voted for Hanging in the Stars (Holly Bradfield, Keira Ticcioni and
Harvey Gooding-Hill), Techno Telepathy (Ella Snowden, Ruby Capon and Amy Cecchini) and The Eco
Warrior
(Mhairi Chalmers, Heather Houghton and Elouisa Cairns)

RSA Schools Art Award
Our pupils achieved great success in RSA Schools Art Award. Ellie Haye in S5 was awarded best entry
in the West of Scotland. Libby White, Jemima Harvey and Teddy Welsh were highly commended in the
junior category.
Organised by the RSA Friends, the Schools Art Award is a competition open to all secondary schools in
Scotland which aims to encourage creativity and showcase talent. It has been running since 1986 and
is considered by teachers to be one of the most prestigious awards made to pupils. The award has no
theme. The emphasis is on skills of technique, observation and interpretation. In particular, the judges will
award prizes for work which displays creativity and originality. The prize-winning entries were exhibited in
the RSA
Academicians’ Gallery at the same time as RSA New Contemporaries.
Senior Art
Our senior pupils in certificate classes have worked hard to produce folios that are individual, innovative
and displaying a high level of skill.
S2 Architecture
S2 completed an architecture project inspired by the masterplans for Wellington School. They completed
scale drawings in Maths before creating architectural models in Art. We were very impressed by the
creativity shown by S2 and their ability to work as a team problem solving and developing innovative
ideas. Architect David Young gave a very informative talk to pupils on his career in architecture and
judged the architectural models. He had a tough decision but Catriona Smith and Tilly Roper clinched the
1st place with their innovative design featuring two buildings joined by a walkway.

National Galleries Tesco Bank Schools Competition
Elouisa Cairns in S3 won 1st place in the National Galleries of Scotland Art competition for Schools with
her wonderful painting of melting ice creams. Elouisa beat over 8000 entries nationally to achieve this
award. Her painting will be on display throughout the summer in the Scottish National Gallery of
Modern Art in Edinburgh before travelling to the Royal Glasgow Concert Hall.
Above left: Elouisa’s winning piece for National Galleries Tesco Bank Schools Competition
Above centre: Ellie’s winning piece for the RSA Schools Art Award
Above right: S2 pupils Catriona & Tilly’s winning designs inspired by the Wellington masterplans.
Bottom: Senior Art pupils with their creative folios

Above: Jenna & Evie’s winning Logos
Right: Junk Kouture Final Designs
Bottom Right: Wellington ethical fashion
designers in Dublin
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P7 History Trip To
Bannockburn

Outdoor Education
Duke of Edinburgh Award

by Jessica Haye

This session we have had 34 Bronze entrants in S3, with eight having
already completed their award.

Primary seven travelled to Bannockburn on Wednesday the 12th of June, having studied the Battle of
Bannockburn in class as part of the Scottish Wars of Independence unit. Primary seven left promptly
after registration so that we would have enough time to do all of the activities they had to offer, an hour
and a half later we arrived at the Bannockburn Centre just outside of Stirling.

Seventeen pupils in S4 signed up for their Silver award and will be
undertaking their final expedition in August. Six S5 and S6 pupils have
signed up to do Gold level.

After being split into two groups we started our activities. The first group were taken into a 3D active
experience. Everyone had to wear 3D glasses. In the 3D experience we saw the different types of
fighters and what they did - there was a fair bit of screaming when the arches started to shoot their
arrows right through us! Then we got to see the battle between Robert the Bruce and Sir Henry de
Bohun. Some of primary seven found this quite shocking as Robert split Henry’s head open!
Once the 3D experience was over all of P7 went into the battle room, this was were we would battle
to see who would win in our own Battle of Bannockburn - Scotland or England. Everyone was given
a number and assigned their own group of fighters. Then split into the two countries, just the same
as the battle, England had over double the amount of people Scotland had. The battle was very
interesting as well as entertaining. In both groups Scotland won (but only just!).
We watched a short film/clip to give us a little more information about Bannockburn and then it was
lunch. Afterwards primary seven went outside to where historians think the Scottish camped. It was
very interesting and everyone agreed that it was a very good place to camp as you could see quite a
lot from where they would have been. There was also a statue of Robert Bruce on his horse - the statue
was made to look exactly like him. It was fairly cold outside so we didn’t spend too long out there.
Next primary seven went into the room which had all the armour in it. Some people tried some of it on.
There was the chainmail armour -which was surprisingly heavy- as well as helmets and some weapons.
We then were taken through the different types of armour and weapons that each fighter would use.
The knights would be more heavily protected and would have more expensive weapons compared to
the archers who would have very little protection.
That was the last activity we had, we had a chance to visit the gift shop, say goodbye then board the
bus. All of primary seven enjoyed their visit to Bannockburn and everyone came out of it with a lot
more knowledge about the battle than before.

Across all levels, we have had over 30 awards completed this session
along with a number of pupils who are very close to completion. Several
former pupils have now completed their Gold award and three of these
will be receiving their certificates in July at a Gold Award Presentation
event at Holyrood Palace.
John Muir Award
Each year, Primary 7 pupils take part in the John Muir Award which in
many ways is a precursor to the Duke of Edinburgh Award. During
Summer Term 2019, pupils completed their award where the theme was
‘The River Doon: from Source to Sea’.
To achieve the award, each participant must:
• Meet four challenges - Discover, Explore, Conserve, Share
• Complete the required time comitment
• Show enthusiasm and commitment towards their involvemnet
• Show awareness of John Muir
• Understand what the John Muir Award is and why they are
participating
As part of the challenge, pupils discovered ‘wild places’: the River Doon;
sand dunes near both the school and the mouth of the river.
They went on to explore the walks around Loch Doon and Ness Glen
(near the source of the River Doon). The participants explored the dunes
near Wellington and the mouth of the river; paddled using open canoes
(near the mouth of the river, at the Millennium Bridge and on the river
between Bogton Loch and Burnfoot); they camped overnight at Culzean
Scout Campsite; took part in a night walk to spot bats; participated in art
activities; and pond dipped with Culzean rangers.
The conserve challenge saw pupils participate in a beach clean, as part
of an international coastal clean up for trash-free seas. Based on the
journals they kept throughout the challenges.
Primary 7 hosted a John Muir sharing afternoon for family and friends
in Drumley Hall on Friday 14th June, where they presented their
discoveries and challenges before recieving their awards.
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JUNIOR SCHOOL PRDUCTION
OF ALADDIN
Every 2 years, the Junior School put on a school
show, and this year we travelled to the depths of the
city of Agrabah to witness the story of Aladdin.
In the heart of the enchanted city of Agrabah, a
young commoner named Aladdin battles to save
the free-spirited Princess Jasmine from the schemes
and plotting of the evil sorcerer, Jafar and his cheeky
Parrot, Lago.
Aladdin’s whole life is turned upside down with one
rub of a magic lamp, as a fun-loving, shape-shifting
Genie appears and grants him three wishes.
Aladdin, Jasmine, Genie & the rest of the characters
are then sent on an incredible journey of discovery!
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The ALADDIN Cast
Genie - Jamie Wardrop
Aladdin - Andrew Irvine
Babkak - Blair Thom
Kassin - Joshua Brennan
Omar - James Cruicshank
Jasmine - Charlotte Carter
Sultan - Rory Marshall
Jafar - Erica Baird
Lago - Evie Miller
Shop Owner - Chloe Ledrum
Razoul - Lara Marshall
Guards - Hamish Hailstone, Rory Smith & James Watson
Beggars - Ava Clachan, Jessica Ewer, Issy Wilson
Apple Vendor - Verity Findlay
Fortune Teller - Natasha Hardy
Attendants - Scarlett O’Sullivan, Lucy Simmons
Prince Abdullah - Adam Reid
Isir - Lemoni Allan-McGlaughlin
Manal - Laura Shiels
Rajah - Eva Porter
Spooky Voice - Rory Smith
Cave of Wonders - Laura Paterson
Agrabhans - Adam Reid, Aditi Mudunuri, Angus Kirkwood, Ava Clachan, Charlotte
Kilpatrick-Tieche, Chloe Ledrum, Colbie Neish, Eva Porter, Eva Taylor, Hamish
Hailstone, Issy Wilson, James Watson, Jessica Ewer, Lara Marshall, Laura Paterson,
Laura Shiels, Lemoni Allan-McLaughlin, Logan Mitchell, Lucy Simmons,
Natalie Miller, Natasha Hardy, Padma Unnam, Rory Smith, Saraswati Unnam,
Scarlett O’Sullivan, Tiffany Cai & Verity Findlay
Director - Jenny McGowan
Musical Director - Nicola Harper
Sound - Dennis Haggerty
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Autism Poem
By Faris (S2)

“Faris in S2 wrote this fantastic poem and performed it as part of the spoken word
poetry competition. Faris has a sibling with Autistic Spectrum Disorder, so he wrote
the poem to raise awareness and to help people understand Autism more. I’m sure
you’ll agree that it is a powerful and moving poem- well done!” - Mrs Lees

Autism
I am different,
I am odd.
I am Autistic
I am not the butt of your joke,
I am not someone to poke.
I am Autistic
I am kind,
I am full of mind
I am Autistic
I am not dumb,
I am not scum.
I am Autistic.
I am different,
I am the 1%.
I am Autistic.
I am Me.
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Wellington Take an Erasmus+
Trip to Macedonia
School may be out but that doesn’t mean our pupils and staff are not busy!
A small team from Wellington spent several days last week in Skopje, the capital of North Macedonia, at a
Eurostronomia Erasmus+ project meeting. While pupils worked on our multilingual Dictionary of
Astronomical Terms and video-making, the teachers planned next year’s activities and worked on the
paperwork that comes with an Erasmus+ project.
There were plenty of opportunities to learn about Macedonian history and culture. A programme of
activities was organised at the end of each working day. The pupils from Georgy Dimitrov School took
Wellington pupils and staff on a walking tour of Skopje and told them about the history of the city and its
monuments. One evening there was a dark skies outing and pupils and staff observed the night skies and
saw the summer constellations so rarely seen in Northern Europe.
On the final day, everyone travelled to Ohrid, a stunning town on a lake on the Macedonian-Albanian border.
Ohrid is famous for its 365 churches. Team Wellington visited some of these and also the ancient theatre
which dates from 200BC.
Our Astronomy-themed Erasmus+ project is entering its third and final year. A group of Senior School pupils
will travel to Portugal in September for a series of workshops, lectures and visits.
Then in March, the last mobility will take place in Germany where pupils and staff from all eight partner
schools will come together to collaborate on hands-on activities which will develop their understanding of
STEM subjects and where they will have fun making new friends in the process.
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S1 STEM trip to Prestwick
Airport
On Thursday the 30th of August, S1 visited Prestwick Airport. We took part
in lots of fun activities and were flipped upside down (literally) about how
interesting it was! Our year really enjoyed this experience and are very
thankful for this opportunity!
When we arrived, we put our bags away and walked into a huge room full
of exhibitions and activities. We were joined by 1 other school in our group.
We did a quiz on what was in toothpaste and found out that at one point
there were mice in it. Another activity was that we got to sit in a chair and
then when we put our arms back and the chair tipped backwards. When we
were upside down we had to try and collect the oxygen canisters (balloons)
and get them into the bucket. Once we had got the circulation flowing back
down to our toes again we moved on to a VR that told us information about
the airport and the planes themselves. There was also multiple games about
piloting a plane. There was also loads of free stuff!
My favourite part was when we got to make our own music using
technology, using the piano, drums and lots of sound affects.
Our second activity was to make satellites and engineer our own space junk
cleaner! Firstly we started off by watching a small presentation on different
types of “space junk cleaners” that are considered to be used in the future.
To start making them we had to make a cube and attach it to a ready made
roll of paper! The rolled paper made the satellite fly. Then we had to work as
a team to finish the project under the time limit. Our team made an amazing
junk catcher (a rolled piece of paper with a net attached to it!) We were very
proud of our amazing piece of art but surprisingly ours didn’t fly the furthest.
After lunch, we had a throwback to when we were younger by building lego.
We were challenged to build a lego car with sails (or a boat with wheels!) after
we had finished the cars, we put them to the test against some cars from the
other schools. Our group didn’t do very well as we had made the sails wrong
so they couldn’t catch the air coming from the fan. We also spent too much
time on the decorations. Despite how badly we did, some groups got their air
powered car to travel 10 meters! This wasn’t my cup of tea but it helped us
understand more about engineering!
The final activity of the day was a murder mystery, it was presented to us by
the university of strathclyde. We looked at fingerprints, blood types, DNA and
hair types. We had had a choice of three people and combining the evidence
we found in all of our investigations it turned out to be the gardener! We
learnt to identify different fingerprints. The other group had to identify blood
using chemical reactions and to find out who died and the third group found
out what killed them. It was like a game of cluedo!

On the 30th of August, 2018, S1 went on a S.T.E.M. trip to Prestwick airport.. When we entered the airport we were
sent up stairs to wait for the start of the event. We were then all divided into groups for our activities, (yellow and
red for Wellington). Red stayed in the main hall while the other colours were sent to do the main workshops. The
main hall was full of activities by different companies such as NATS etc. Respect the Wave was the best stand
EVEEEER! They had dj kits, launch pads and keyboards. I spent most of my time on the launch pad playing a drum
beat to Fraser’s keyboard tune. At NATS, there were VR headsets, paper airplanes and an air traffic control simulator
along with pilot simulator.
Reds second activity was rocket building by Dumfries house. We got into groups of four or five and set to work.
The rocket, in theory, was meant to collect space junk from around the earth. To create it we had several scraps of
string, tinfoil, cups and paper. The only success criteria of the rocket was that it had to lift off the launch mechanism
during flight. Different amounts of points were awarded for how far the rocket went. There was lots of creativity
involved in this task and all the rockets were different. There were ones with cubes and nets and ones with planes
and lazers. It was very exciting! The red group had two winners, a group from St Margarets and Wellingtons own
group - THE DALEKS!
The third activity was a lego station were you had to create a boat to go down a path; it was run by Glasgow
Science centre. We were told to get into groups of 4 or 5; for example me, Jennifer, Emma, Cara and Ava were in a
group. We had 15 to 20 minutes to create a boat that could move with just fan power for help. After 20 minutes we
went over to the first round. My group did not do so well as our sail fell off, so we went back to adjust it and let’s just
say we did just as well as the first time!

By Kathryn Taylor
On the 30th of August S1 went to Prestwick airport for STEM (science, technology, engineering and maths.)
We got on the bus just before 9:00 AM. When we got there there was other schools we met and we even saw some
planes start to take off for the Air Show!!!
When we went inside we got lanyards each different colours. The colours were red, orange, green and blue. Mikey
and I were in orange. We were all split into groups with the same colour of Lanyard and went to our first
activity.
Our first activity we were split into groups of 4. Cameron was in a group with Marc, Evan and Callum and I was with
Andrew, Nikolai and Jeevan. Our task was to trap all the space junk floating in Space using a net. We had to make a
paper aeroplane, placing a rocket underneath and the idea was to detach off of the rocket in mid-air and the paper
aeroplane was to go as far as possible. My groups furthest was a metre and a half and Cameron’s groups furthest
was 8 metres. As you can see, Mikey’s did not go to plan and Cameron’s did.

By Mikey and Cameron
Today was amazing, we went to Prestwick airport to do STEM. When we got on the bus I was really excited for my
1st trip of Wellington.
When we got there we went inside to get a lanyard, then we went to the lounge to put our bags down. Then we
went to look around where all the STEM stalls were.

I think our whole year would agree that this was a great day out! we hope
you enjoyed reading it!

After that we went to our 1st activity it was building and launching a satellite that would collect space junk. My
team did well but I didn’t understand how it collected the junk, we still did well we hit the wall. Second activity
was building a land boat and racing them, we got second it was called “Cameron’s mum’s car.” Third activity was
tracing the thief it was a Man called “Michael Ross.” At the end we got to go tound round the stalls again and I
won loads.

By Sarah Mason Jenna Lomas and Amy Scott

By Ross Gibb
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Grandparents Day in the
Junior School

The morning finished with all children taking part in a dance co-ordinated, and led by, Mrs Rennie, which
linked directly to our Health Week focuses. The children were outstanding ambassadors for the school
throughout the morning.

Grandparents’ Day at Wellington is always a highly
anticipated event during the Summer Term, and this year
was no exception!
Over 120 grans and grandads joined their grandchildren for
an insight in to life in the Junior School.
The format was changed this year so that every child in the
Junior School presented to a packed Drumley Hall.
All the performances were truly fantastic and included acts
such as; ‘Caterpillar Boogie’, facts about Castles and Ayr,
Scottish Drums.
Pupils were then able to show Grannies and Grandads
round their classrooms and tell them about all their
impressive work they have completed over the last year!
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S6 Charity Cheque
Presentaton
This session, the 6th Year elected the Ayrshire Hospice as their
nominated good cause. Throughout the year they have worked
exceptionally well as a team and have consequently had a very
sucessful year with the charity. A myraid of activities has been
undertaken in order to raise funds including House Charity Days,
themed non-uniform days and regular cake and candy stalls. The
Christmas Craft Fair and Fun Run generated extensive funds, while
the “Post-Prelim Plunge”, a successfull coffee morning in December
and donations from the School Show and other events have added
significantly to the overall total.
In addition to the financial support provided for school-base
activities, there were some parents and members of staff who
went “above and beyond” for the Hospice. The Head Boy’s Father,
Scott McLarty, gathered together a team from Spirit AeroSystems
to complete the “Three Peaks Challenge” in 24 hours. The Spirit
Team were joined by Head Boy Stephen, Head Girl Kirstie, Deputy
Head Boy Max and Head of Montgomery House Alexandra for this
gruelling challenge. In spite of the terrible weather conditions, an
extremely tired group completed the ascent of Ben Nevis in less
than 24 hours and were back at their base camp in a little more
than that. Huge thanks also go to Mr & Mrs O’Connell, Mrs Ness &
Mrs Hunter in completing the driving duties; no mean feat in itself!
Meanwhile, a group of staff completed the 23 mile Kiltwalk in April,
Suzanne McGowan of S6 did the “Five Ferries Challenge” and a
number of our 6th Year did the Hospice Starlight Walk.

Junior Erasmus Club
After the ‘stellar’ success of our eight-school Stars Across Europe collaboration at Christmas time, the
Junior Erasmus Club have brought another year of the Eurostronomia project to a close with a ‘POP’.
This was literally the bursting of a weather balloon at 32km above the Earth. The balloon was carrying
170 experiments from UK schools to a height where the atmospheric conditions are close to that on the
surface of Mars. How did we manage that? It was thanks to The Future Martians Team at Thales Alenia
Space in the UK, who provided the photo from peak altitude, below. Future Martians is a STEM outreach
programme that tests everyday objects in Mars-like conditions. Find out more and view the official video for
this year’s mission with this link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3p64MDnpAs
We had three experiments on board, exploring how ‘communication’, ‘food’ and ‘materials’ would react
in non-Earth conditions. Control experiments were kept at school for comparison. When the Kinder Egg
capsules containing our tests were returned the Club members were able to listen to their messages
recorded onto a data stick; test the effectiveness of the different glues they used on their models;
germinate both sets of seeds and, with the help of Mrs Ness, conduct burn tests on the foodstuffs sent
to altitude. The good news for future martians is that there was no change to three elements of our
experiments: many of our everyday objects will still work on Mars. Interestingly, the seeds that reached
32km germinated faster. That’s something that can be investigated further as we have already registered
our interest in the project for next year. We will be aiming for one of the Primary School awards now that
we know what the judges are looking for. In the meantime, everyone is very proud of their participation
certificates and Future Martians treats.
There will be additional opportunities to join in with Erasmus and Eurostronomia activities in the next
school session. A lunchtime club will join our popular afterschool club after the summer holidays.

Overall, the 6th Year charity has a very positive impact throughout
the school, bringng together Nursery, Primary & Secondary pupils,
along with Parents and Staff, and achieves exceptional results
annually. It is to everyone’s credit that the school has raised
another extraordinary sum for another very worthwhile cause, with
the Ayrshire Hospice receiveing a cheque for £29,667.
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2019 French Exchange Trip
Holly, Annie & Heather:
“There were tears everywhere in the airport- mainly from Holly, after being dragged away from our new
friends, and back to cold, rainy Scottish weather. All of us enjoyed our time in France immensely, mostly
due to the fun activities organised by St. Dominique.
For example we visited Chantilly Chateau and its wonderful gardens, an informative and interesting
perfume workshop which was in the grounds of a superb abbey, Parc Asterix a thrilling theme park,
Senlis Market, and a delicious crepe making session!
Where would you rather spend your morning, twirling your thumbs in a maths lesson or visiting a
stunning chateau, walking under the sun, among the trees and fountains of it’s spectacular gardens, and
enjoying nature at it’s finest. We know where we’d rather be! We arrived at the Chateau at midday, and
after spending 45 minutes exploring and enjoying it’s gardens, we gathered in front of the Chateau, and
walked as a group to ‘Les grandes Ecuries’ (The chateau’s large stables) to enjoy an interesting show on
the secrets of dressage. After this, we enjoyed some crepes at the cafe, and returned to St Dominique.
On the third day we traveled to the picturesque Abbaye de Fontaine Chaalis, where we had a very
interesting experience making a perfume, the perfume workshop was on the beautiful grounds of a
ruined abbey, where we had a lovely wander afterwords. During the workshop we learnt many things
such as the collection of scents is known as an organ, the separate smells you get can be organised into
three groups- the head notes, the heart notes, and the base notes. We all left with a unique perfume that
we had made ourselves which made it even more satisfactory.
That day was a half day, so the school closed at 12pm, and we all went our separate ways to enjoy the
afternoon with our host families, some of us ventured into Paris and saw many iconic buildings such as
the eiffel tower and the louvre with of course a shopping trip to the infamous Galeries Lafayette, which
along with Parisian shops also had a stunning interior with a beautifully intricate roof, detailed with
stained glass and gilded designs. A few others however explored Disneyland Paris and enjoyed their
time immensely!
On Thursday we went to Parc Astérix-a theme park full of very exciting rides, after a dizzying morning
of stumbling from ride to ride we enjoyed a lovely packed lunch and then set out again in the boiling
weather. There was a dolphin show, which we all enjoyed especially due to the lovely weather.”

Lucy Robinson:
“On the 20th of May, a group of us went to France. It was strange at first to live in someone else’s house,
especially the fact that they spoke French. My family took me into Paris to see the Eiffel Tower and
multiple other touristy places. I loved it! They took me on beautiful walks around the local area and
introduced me to multiple new foods.
The highlight of the trip for me was when we went to Parc Asterix. The rollercoasters were extremely fast
and some even had loops. There were lots of food stalls and my friends and I bought churros. They were
so good!
In France, I learnt how to make crepes. Since the trip, I’ve made them for my family and they really liked
them! Advantages of an exchange visit include that it definitely improves your listening skills. I found that
over the course of the week, I understood more and more of what my family were talking to me about!
Saint-Dominique and Wellington are very different! Before school starts at Saint-Dominique, the pupils
are asked to line up in front of the school. It’s a lot stricter than Wellington which I found really interesting.
The lunch system is very different from Wellington. Pupils have a special card that they scan to get in
and their lunches are free! The class sizes are much bigger too.
Living with a French family is very interesting. It’s so strange being in a household with a family that
speaks another language and living their daily routine. I loved it so much. They welcomed me and made
me feel at home. Every morning, my exchange partner’s mum would make me crepes, except for
Saturday when the dad went out to the local bakery and bought us some fresh pastries!
Overall, the trip was amazing and I would definitely do it all again. I miss all of the friends I made and
really want to go back!”

Sam Bowyer:
“Our French trip was an extraordinary experience.
Along with great language learning opportunities and meeting some
new friends we had a great opportunity to embrace the French culture,
living with a French family for a week gave me lots of opportunities to
practise and learn lots of French.
We visited a lot of historical places of importance and some more
modern ones like Park Asterix.
We had a trip to Paris on the Wednesday afternoon where we saw all
the landmarks and learned a lot about what they meant and represent.
L’arc de triumph, was a token of Frances rich military past and many
great generals like Napoleon. Also quite interestingly there were statues
commemorating the French time as part of the roman empire, caesar
seemed to have been quite popular.
The eiffel Tower has famous French engineers names engraved in it.
Standing at 324 metres tall it’s the most visited monument in the world,
it was once the tallest man made structure in the world but was then
surpassed on 1930, it was the first building to reach 400m tall”
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Our Trip to Loch Ken

John Stuart Mill Cup 2019

By Harry Morton
A highlight of this year’s busy debating and public speaking calendar was the
John Stuart Mill Cup at St Andrews University, now in its second year. The Cup is
unique because it is neither a traditional debate nor public speaking competition.

In the morning we got on the bus at 11:00 am and it took about 1 Hour to get there. Once we
got there the teachers showed us round our dorms I was In a dorm with Harry B, Sushanth,
James M, Jamie C, Jamie W, and Hamish.

Instead, it is founded on the principles of the great British philosopher after
whom it is named. A believer in freedom of speech and the open discussion
of ethical subjects, John Stuart Mill’s legacy provides a template for what is
expected of the students that take part.
In advance of the event, our students were issued cases on current issues such
as transgender rights, workfare schemes and the military use of drones. Each
round then paired two teams to discuss a case in detail. Teams were expected
to express a clear stance on the issue and interpret the other team’s views as
favourably as possible to reach a consensus.

Day 1

The Quad at St Andrews
University, where the Cup
takes place

Last year the Cup was won by former Wellington students Callum Duffy and
Dara Hunter Blair. Defending the Cup this year was a larger team comprising
Anubha Bal, Amy Barbour, Meera Mohankrishnan, Emma Stevenson and Grace
Woodhouse.
Esteemed debaters in their own right, the girls were able to draw upon
their experience in the event’s context and they thoroughly enjoyed
themselves in the process. Anubha remarks, “The Cup provided a unique
atmosphere and thought-provoking topics which could be viewed from a
wide range of perspectives. Quite often in a debate, the objective is simply
to prove your case and rebut the opposition’s points in an attempt to
ultimately defeat them, however this was not the case in the John Stuart
Mill Cup.
The informal atmosphere encouraged reasoned debate and gave
strength to ethical and moral points rather than only practical ones.
One of the most advantageous aspects of the format was that we were
allowed to agree with the opposition’s points and were encouraged to
applaud their views if we felt they were morally correct”. Emma agrees,
“The objective to discuss rather than to win was very beneficial and
opened our eyes to a wide variety of new opinions as well as being less
daunting than other debating competitions”.
Meera feels that the unique format created “a more relaxed feel to the
competition while we were there and encouraged all members of our
team to give their point of view on the issue. As a result we worked much
better as a team and were more confident to put forward our opinions, as
the intimidating nature of public speaking was almost erased through the
atmosphere of the debate”. She concludes, “I would definitely recommend
taking part in the competition for anyone who feels they might want to
try debating as it makes public speaking a bit more fun and interesting
and boosts your confidence for future debates”.
Our team performed very securely in the first round and only narrowly missed out on a place in the
semi-final. We will be back next year to reclaim the trophy!
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On the first activity we did laser tag in the woods first of all we got our guns then we got put
into a blue team and a red I was in the red team I was in the red team, we took the top base
and we were shouting stuff like flank kill, man down I would say that was the most fun task.
After a quick lunch we did archery I got gold and I was very proud. Our team was called team
Chip because Jamie was in our team and his dog is called Chip.
Day 2
After a night sleep we had breakfast - I had coco pops. We then went on to do our next
activity, the climbing wall. We had to put on a safety helmet and harness, then the instructor
talked us through how to climb the big thirty foot wall. Sushanth and I went first climbing at
top speed, itwas hard but when you finally got to the top, the view was stunning you could see
the loch glimmering in the sun and a bird called the red kite. We also got to do the zip wire, I
was the first to go on it in my group it was really fast and at the same time very fun.
After lunch it was time to get into the water and try paddle boarding and kayaking. We
collected our boards and kayaks, our instructor taught us how to paddle and we played some
games. I got in a boat with Sushanth, we started paddling to our classmates and splashed
them! After a we while it was starting to rain so I thought that was the best time to jump in, it
was time to go back to shore here I went back to have a nice hot shower.
Day 3
In the morning we had our breakfast then we got to take part in a lot of activities including
the the slip n slide, water park, Wind Surfuing and Sailing. The water park was the thing that
I was most looking forward to it was so fun! For the sailing activity, our instructor showed us
how to steer and how to put the nozzles in at the back so the boat did not sink. We sailed to
the other side off the lake and back, Sushanth was on the steering oing out and then I took
over. This task was very fun and also in my opinion it was the best activity at loch ken! After
our activities, we went to dinnfer where I had chicken with beans and chips, it was tasty. After
dinner it was movie night and in school one of our topics was Harry Potter, so we watched
Harry Potter and the Philosophers Stone. After the movie was finished it was time to brush our
teeth before lights out.
Time to go home
In the morning we had breakfast as usual then it was time to go home. We put our stuff in the
boot off the bus and headed back home, when we got to the school we were all tired so we all
just got our stuff and went home. All the activities we did at loch ken were all fun and I had a
great time!
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A Healthy Fortnight for the
Junior School
The eight days of Health Focus 2019 were hugely successful. Although the weather was not nearly as good
as last year’s heatwave, more parent led events and workshops complimented the in-house activities to
ensure that a rich programme was available to all children.
Every child in the Junior School participated, with a focus on healthy bodies, healthy minds and healthy
diets. Children and staff arrived at school in sports kit and took part in all activities. The competitive nature
of the children ensured that some children, who could not run a mile previously, highlighted their personal
improvements during this activity as the highlight of their week. This is a strong endorsement of the daily
run if ever one was needed. The range of early morning activities held in the playground before the start of
school were extremely popular amongst pupils and parents.

Staff Kiltwalk for S6 Charity
During exam time, a group of Wellington staff cotinued the S6 charity efforts by participating in the
Glawsgow Kiltwalk in April. All looking so fresh, it’s hard to tell which of the photos were ‘before’ and
which were ‘after’!
Well done to Mr Byers, Mr Cox, Mr McPhee, Mrs Hunter, Mrs McCandless, Miss Johnston, Mr Graham and
Miss Lally, who completed the walk while raising over £900.00 for The Ayrshir Hospice.

The Health Committee, should be commended for their hard work in ensuring an excellent 8 days
went smoothly and very successfully. The end of the health programme was followed up by each class
presenting at assembly about what they had learned.

Wellington’s Staircases get a
Makeover
During the easter and summer holidays, Wellington
staircases have been brightened by brilliant, local graffiti
artist Tragic O’Hara.
Our staircases, once uninspiring have been transformed
and now, as they go to class, pupils will be watched over by
Charles Rennie Macintosh and Emmeline Pankhurst.
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SAGT Worldwide Quiz
Local Heat & Regional Finals
The SAGT WorldWise Quiz is a competition open to pupils from secondary schools across Scotland. Teams
consist of three pupils, one from S1, S2 and S3. Each school can enter two teams who answer questions on
general knowledge, observation tasks, spelling bees, crosswords and picture clues.
This year’s local heat, held at Belmont Academy, covered Ordnance Survey Mapping, The Colours of the
World, the Lochs of Scotland, Weather and Geography in the News. Both Wellington teams performed
excellently, finishing the heat in joint first place ahead of nine other teams. The top four teams then
progressed into the regional final where increasingly difficult questions were asked regarding the
Geography of Japan and World Time Zones. Wellington ‘A’ (David Bondar, Ethan Miller and Callum Peat)
finished first overall whilst Wellington ‘B’ (Scott Mitchell, Noah O’Brien and Evan Kirkwood) were narrowly
beaten into third place. As such Wellington ‘A’ qualified to represent the southwest of Scotland in the
National Finals held on 18th June.

Fun at Glasgow’s Science
Festival
Primary 6 went to Glasgow Caledonian University as part of Glasgow Science Festival Friday 14th June
for a workshop which took them on a journey of discovery through the human body. They pulled a body
apart and assembled it again; compared a human skeleton with the skeletons of animals; investigated how
their own lungs, heart and muscles work.
“We went to Glasgow Caledonian university. It was a body part festival that we took part in
When we arrived we were split into groups. in my groups there weren’t Too much people we actually had
the people. My favourite activity the we done was guessing what animal the bones were from, because
some of them locked quite strange such as a horse head, a badger. I just really enjoyed everything I have
done on my first science trip!” - Tiffany Cai

The National Finals
As luck would have it we returned to Belmont Academy for the National Finals, saving the long voyage
north that is normally expected. Upon arrival the team stocked up on sandwiches and fruit before the
competition began. 9 teams were present from across the country, each representing a different region.
Once again we performed well in the first 6 qualifying rounds which included questions on the power of
thunderstorms, the rivers of Europe and urban geographical terms. At this point 5 teams were eliminated
and we progressed to the final four rounds in a strong position. We managed to maintain our narrow lead
following some nail biting questions on the Geography of Russia and famous bridges. Unfortunately though
we were ‘pipped at the post’ and finished in 2nd place following the climactic “who dares wins” round –
erring on the side of caution in this risk versus reward section. Overall, a fantastic effort from the pupils
who were a credit to themselves and the school, and an improvement on our 4th place ranking last year –
meaning that we have now reached the top 0.5% of Scottish Secondary Schools. 1st place in 2020? Watch
this space!
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S1 visit to Glasgow Science
Centre
On 20th May 2019 S1 pupils visited the IMAX theatre at the Glasgow Science Centre, where they watched
“A Beautiful Planet.”
Made in cooperation with NASA, this is a breathtaking portrait of Earth from space, providing a unique
perspective and increased understanding of our planet and galaxy as never seen before. Pupils took part in
the educational show “Water Water Everywhere” in the Science Theatre, which demonstrates where water
comes from, where it goes and why it is vital for supporting life.
There was also plenty of time to explore the Science Mall and gets some hands on experience with lots of
different practical activities!
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Post Prelim Plunge!
The post prelim period is a chance for pupils to reflect on the hard work of the previous weeks and months,
to take a deep breath and to continue to work hard in preparation for the May and June examination diet.

Wellington pupils are known for doing things
differently and instead of pausing quietly,
they go roaring into the Firth of Clyde directly
in front of the school, where they enjoy a
refreshing dip in the icy waters. Despite the
introduction to this post, pupils’ eagerness
to complete the Post Prelim Plunge/Welly
Wade is not in the least self-serving. In fact this
sponsored event raises money for the 6th Year
Charity (Ayrshire Hospice) and we are pleased
that their yelps are all in an excellent cause!

Head of Senior Years, Mr Byers as well as the courageous
Mr McPhee and Mr Levif all took part in this years plunge!
The group photo below was taken before their dip - you
can tell because they’re all still smiling!
Despite the water temperature, the azure sky was a
delightful backdrop for one of Wellington’s most wellloved and eagerly anticipated traditions. All monies raised
from this event went to the 6th Year Charity, Ayrshire
Hospice.
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Wellington Delegates in the
Making
Earlier this year, Wellington sent three delegations of Model United
Nations (MUN) participants to a national conference at Hutchesons’
Grammar School, Glasgow where schools from all over Scotland sent
teams of students to take part in activities designed to encourage
debate and critical thinking about global issues.
10 Wellington students took on the role of honourable delegates
from Italy, Chile and Thailand for the two days and were charged
with preparing position statements and resolutions for the various
committees the delegates were invited to attend.
The issues they discussed ranged from people trafficking to the
abolition of the capital punishment. The 200 delegate strong two-day
event encouraged students to work in a cooperative and productive
fashion with delegates from various schools across
Scotland.
The Wellington students made friendships and enjoyed themselves
immensely. Callum Byers, Angus MacDonald & Emma Stevenson
represented Italy; Amy Phillips, Emily Henry and Bethany Wake
represented Thailand; and Anubha Bal, Ellie Crosbie, Grace
Woodhouse and Meera Mohankrishnan formed the delegation from
Chile.
Wellington’s Model UN Coordinator, Mr McDougall, would like to
encourage any pupils from S3-S6 to think about getting involved.
Some experienced Model UN participants will be on hand to pass on
advice and share their experiences.
The Model UN Society will reconvene in the new session and
preparations are already underway for the next conference in the
autumn.
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A Trip to the Slopes
Ski Trip to Austria 2019 - Memories from Wellington Pupils

Nathan Hughes:
“We set out for Austria on the 8th of February, with all of us attending the trip needing to be there by
seven in the morning. Still, everyone seemed refreshed and ready for the tough week of skiing ahead.
We arrived at Glasgow Airport just before eight, with the flight boarding at ten o ’ clock. After a million
photos from Mrs Ness and getting all of our luggage checked, we finally made it through security.
After purchasing and devouring breakfast we then decided to go and start boarding, the wait was
surprisingly short considering there was fifty-one pupils on the trip! With several teachers and parent
helpers attending, of course.
After the long flight to Munich and the even longer bus journey, I managed to complete two
videogames and read half of an one thousand page plus book, we reached Hotel Post at Schwarzach.
There we all had our ski boots and helmets fitted, and after that, I finally drifted to sleep.
The hotel, Restaurant Hotel Post was very nice,warm,cosy with a television in every room, we have
have been deprived of the internet but we still had access to television which was good.
The next few days consisted of long, hard skiing. Our group, often tackled red, and sometimes the
occasional black run! I have to confess that I had some skiing accidents which were really funny, the
funniest of which was falling on my shoulder and subsequently becoming a human fidget spinner.
Thankfully, I was not the most injured, that honour fell to Mrs Ness with a really bad black eye.
Deviating from injuries, the food in the ski resort was absolutely fantastic, there was a large amount of
choice ranging from traditional Austrian meals to occasionally British cuisine.
At night, the fun did not stop. After skiing there was many activities to take part in, such as swimming,
traditional Austrian nine-pin bowling, a quiz night, (our team won that!), a trip to an ice cream parlour,
pizza from a pizzeria, and on the final day, we all bum-boarded, even the teachers joined in too!
On the last day it was a very early start, at three in the morning. Still, everyone managed to be up and
ready on time. On the bus journey, everyone slept. And I mean EVERYONE. Our flight was extremely
early, but that meant we would get home very early.
We arrived at GLA just after half nine in the morning, with no luggage missing. Arriving at school at half
eleven, everyone was overjoyed to see their families. I was to see mine. When I arrived home, I, instead
of going to my Xbox or my phone, I instead crashed into my bed, tired from an excellent, exhausting,
exciting trip!”
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Noah O’Brien & Findlay Peters (S2)
“During our most recent February mid term
break, we and 49 other children attended a ski
trip to Alpendorf and made many memories
which will stick with us for the rest of lives.
On the 8th of February we all got up extremely
early (We got up at 4:30) because the bus
headed for Glasgow airport left at 7:00 in the
morning. Once we arrived at the airport we split
up into four seperate groups; S1 boys, S1 girls,
S2 boys and S2 girls. Then we headed for the
plane after buying our body weight in sweets in
the duty free store.

Findlay: “During the February holidays
51 pupils and 6 staff went on the school
ski trip to Austria. It was an incredible
trip and we all loved it.”

Harris: “We were put into 5 different
ski groups with our instructors – Sophie
and Flo, Eli, Ifan, Greg and Tom. They
were awesome and really helped us
improve our skiing.”

We arrived safely at Munich at 12:30 after a
flight which for us mainly consisted of playing
Uno and eating duty free sweets, we then set
from Munich airport to Alpendorf Austria.
The ski resort was absolutely astonishing with
both its beautiful views and astounding runs
and it was so fun. We all enjoyed both the
skiing and the views just as much. Everyday,
we stopped in our groups for lunch and some
of the food was absolutely astounding (like the
donuts at the donut hut which were absolutely
worth not being able to move because you
were too full for a few minutes) the chairlifts
were also very nice when you got to pull down
the bubble cover and sit on the heated seats.

Sarah: “As well as skiing, we did lots of
fun activities – bowling, swimming and
a quiz. We went out for pizza and ice
cream and on the last day went bum
boarding”

The evening activity consisted of quiz night,
Swimming, Bum boarding, classic Austrian 9 Pin
bowling, ice cream parlour, pizzeria and award
night. We enjoyed these activities so much my
personal favourite was the Swimming Pool and
the thrill of going down the water slide/fumes.

Evan: “The weather was amazing apart
from two snow days, but that gave
us lots of lovely fresh snow. One of
the highlights was us all having lunch
together at the doughnut hut on the
last day followed by a huge snow ball

In conclusion, we all extremely enjoyed this
trip, made memories which will last a lifetime
and are very grateful for everyone who made it
possible, such as our amazing teachers which
attended the trip with us. Thank you very
much!”
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Katie: “We had such a great time with
our friends. Thanks to all the teachers
who came with us – Mr and Mrs Hunter,
Miss Duffy, Miss Johnston and Mr and
Mrs Ness.”
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Ayr/Wellington Rugby at BT
Murrayfield Final
The Ayr/Wellington rugby institution was represented by the U18 team in the National Youth League
Cup Finals for the 4th Year on the main pitch at BT Murrayfield.
Ecstasy turned into agony for the Ayr/Wellington U18 team at Murray field on Sunday 31st March. A
stoppage time penalty goal by the Boroughmuir stand-off finally decided the match.
Boroughmuir were tipped to win the Cup after triumphing in the Shogun Conference at Under-18
level. Ayr were dealt a blow by having to play without their stand-off and captain Andy Morrison but
can be pleased with the performance of their forward pack and being able to run Boroughmuir to
such a fine margin.
It was Ayr/Wellington who produced the first few attacking threats with a couple of sniping runs
from their scrum-half Craig Doolan. Boroughmuir started well and were leading 12-0 at half-time.
The second half began with a fightback from Ayr who attacked from a line-out five metres from the
Boroughmuir line. Ayr initially set up a driving maul and when the ball was released, powerful centre
Dylan Wilson sprinted over for a try converted by Murray Thomson.
The fight back continued when Ayr struck decisively, and, again, it was the forwards who did the
spade work, attacking the Boroughmuir line with close range drives before eventually cracking the
defence when replacement Sam Kerr barrelled over, and Thomson’s conversion gave the team from
the west the lead with just three minutes of playremaining.
But, somehow, Boroughmuir found inner strength to fight their way back up the field before winning
a crucial penalty.
With the clock showing full-time, Boroughmuir kicked the vital penalty to deliver the coup de grace
thus delivering the death blow to Ayr/Wellington’s Cup aspirations.
A special thank you must also go to John Williamson, the photographer who captured the atmosphere perfectly.
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Mathematical
Challenge
Scottish Mathematical Challenge
This year, pupils once again took part in the annual Scottish Mathematical
Challenge, a problem-solving competition for individual pupils in
Scottish secondary schools and upper primary schools (mainly P7). The
competition is divided into 4 divisions, and this year we had pupils taking
part in the Junior Division (S1 and S2) and the Primary Division (P7).
On Friday 7th June, the top-scoring S1 and S2 certificate winners were
invited to a prize-giving ceremony at The University of Glasgow, where
they were entertained with a talk from the Scottish Teacher of the Year
2018, mathematician Chris Smith, before being presented with their
Gold, Silver and Bronze certificates and accompanying mugs. After their
successes acrossthe two rounds of the competition earlier in the year,
Emily Taylor (S1), Kathryn Taylor (S1) and Catriona Smith (S2) received the
honour of attending the prize-giving. All three girls performed brilliantly in
the competition, with
Catriona’s result being the star performance after she secured a total of 39
out of a possible 40 marks! Meanwhile, not to be outdone, in their Primary
Division both Lillie McCluskie and Saurabh Nayar were worthy Silver
Certificate winners, attending their respective prize-giving, on the same
day as the S1s and S2s, at the University of Strathclyde.
UKMT
In the UKMT Mathematical Challenges, students have between 60 to 90
minutes to answervaried multiple-choice mathematical problems, with
high scorers being awarded certificates to recognise their success in the
subject. Pupils throughout Wellington won numerous Gold, Silver and
Bronze awards across the various levels of the competition.
The UKMT Team Challenge saw Cameron Hainey (S2), Catriona Smith
(S2), Callum Peat (S1) & Kathryn Taylor (S1) compete in a regional heat
at the UWS, Paisley. They put in a first-rate effort, taking part in 4 rounds
across the competition, the Group Round, Crossnumber, Shuttle and Relay,
and finished in 15th place, something we will be looking to build on for the
future.
Meanwhile, the Senior Team of Emily Henry (S6), Sarah McGaffin (S6), Amy
Barbour (S5) and Dillon Leahy (S5) were pleased
to finish in 9th position in their own regional heat.
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British Council International
School Award success

The award, which celebrates its 20th Anniversary this year,
is now available worldwide in countries such as India, Sri
Lanka, Egypt, Lebanon, Nigeria, and Pakistan. Over 6000
International School Awards have been presented to
successful schools in the UK since the scheme began in
1999.
The International School Award encourages and supports
schools to develop:

Wellington School in Ayr has been awarded the British Council’s
prestigious International School Award in recognition of its work to
bring the world into the classroom.
The International School Award celebrates the achievements of
schools that do exceptional work in international education. Fostering
an international dimension in the curriculum is at the heart of the
British Council’s work with schools, so that young people gain the
cultural understanding and skills they need for life work in today’s
world.

• An international ethos embedded throughout the school
• A whole school approach to international work
• Collaborative curriculum-based work with a number of
partner schools
• Year-round international activity
• Involvement of the wider community

Wellington’s international work includes collaborative work with
schools in eight other countries: Bulgaria, France, Germany, Macedonia,
Portugal, Romania, Slovenia and India. We have two Erasmus+ projects,
Eurostronomia and Celebrating Success which are co-funded by the
European Union. Through eTwinning, younger pupils have shared
work across Europe and have been excited to receive letters and small
gifts from new friends in our partner schools. A highlight of the session
was our Magical Christmas collaboration with our partner school in
Dortmund.
Fifteen lucky P7 pupils travelled to Germany to work together with
their new friends at the Mallinckrodt-Gymnasium on a visit cofunded by UK German Connection. On 11 November 2018, a group
of senior pupils marked the Armistice in Compiegne, France, and
commemorated the event with young people from across Europe at
the very spot where the treaty was signed 100 years previously.
Primary pupils have enjoyed working together with older pupils from
the Senior School. In Primary 3, girls & boys loved learning German
Christmas carols taught by an S6 pupil, the primary Erasmus Club
made the most of the all-through context of Wellington and the P7
German Club benefited hugely from being mentored by Senior School
pupils.
Sir Ciarán Devane, CEO of the British Council, said: ‘The school’s
fantastic international work has rightfully earned it this prestigious
award. The International School Award is a great chance for schools to
demonstrate the important work they’re doing to bring the world into
their classrooms. Embedding an international dimension in children’s
education ensures that they are truly global citizens and helps
prepare them for successful lives and careers in an increasingly global
economy.’
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Junior School Set Sail on Their
New Playground
As soon as the bell rings for morning interval, Drumley playground is filled with energy. Squeals of delight
and laughter mark a break from structured lessons as our youngsters engage in one of the most important
tasks of the day – play.
The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) recognises play as a fundamental right
as research indicates that it directly impacts on a child’s quality of life. At Wellington, we are committed to
ensuring every one of our pupils has the opportunity to good quality play time while at school and over the
last few months we have been working on our Drumley Playground Development Project.
Few, if any schools in Scotland enjoy the beautiful seaside location Wellington does. We are in a unique
position here and lucky to be able to tap in to the natural resources around us for curriculum-based
learning. Whether it’s using the outdoor nursery, loose parts garden, getting on to the sand for a castles
project or visiting the seafront playpark to investigate forces, the benefits of outdoor learning are already
being felt by our pupils. The Playground Development Project aims to enhance this by accompanying
changes to our resources with staff training and professional development.
In December 2018, we invited representatives from ‘Grounds for Learning’, a company who specialise in
outdoor learning to come to the Junior School for a consultation. Matt and Gordon met with teachers,
representatives from the PTA, and, most importantly, spent hours talking to Junior School pupils about
their playground experiences. Primary 3 classes shared the work they have been doing on designing their
‘perfect playground’ and pupil council reps shared their favourite games and ‘wish lists’.
Pupils requested a design similar to a ship, the finished design includes interactive features such as a mini
rock climbing wall and a stage under one of the trees in the Junior School.
Over the course of the last few months, the transformation of the Junior School Playground has taken
place. The photos across the page provide the development and building process in stages, with the final
photo showing the completed “perfect playground’.
The excitement filled the playground when the transformation was complete and the pupils are ecstatic
with their new ‘perfect playground’.
Nursery pupil Reuben came up with the winning name ‘Coconut Jack’. In his competition submission he
explained that he would “like to sail a boat to a desert island and eat coconuts” and that “Jack is a good
name for a pirate”!
The name has gone down well and the ship is being well used in the infant playground. The addition of
small world playhouses and toys has also been a popular addition to the front of school play spaces.
A massive thank you to the PTA for helping to raise funds for this project through their targeted fundraising
efforts!
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Small Countries – Strong Cultures
Our new Erasmus+ project
2019-2021
Wellington School has been awarded Erasmus+ funding to support a new project which brings together
Wellington School, our long-term partner St Stanisilav’s Institution, Ljubljana, and a new partner school,
Sint-Jozefsinstituut-college, an independent school in Torhout, close to Bruges.

Fashion Designers of
Wellington!
In Art primary 7 were challenged to design for a tie for Mr McPhee and shoes for Mrs Bradley. Mrs
Bradley is known in Wellington for her fabulous shoes some of which light up & Mr McPhee is known
for having a very dapper selection of ties.
There were many amazing designs but after a tough decision the winning designs selected were by
Gordon McCulloch for Mr McPhee’s tie and Emma Henderson for Mrs Bradley’s boots.

Our latest Erasmus+ project will bring together pupils and staff from Scotland, Slovenia and Belgium to
examine the common roots of our cultures and to discover what gives us our unique national identities.
Over the next two year pupils from our three schools will work together on joint activities, sharing ideas,
opinions and materials electronically and during mobilities in each partner country. Twelve Wellington
pupils will have the opportunity to go to Slovenia during February half-term 2020 to find out about Roman
influences in Ljubljana, the cultural heritage of the Slovenes and to discover how good food is central to
Slovenian life and culture.
A year later, we will travel to Belgium to find out about the Belgian way of life. There will be a trip to Brussels
to visit the city, the European Parliament and the Magritte Museum. Wellington will host our partners in
September 2020 when it will be our turn to showcase the best of Scotland. An important theme
underpinning the project will be the democratic process and how young people in each of our countries
are involved in decision making.
In school, identity and democracy will be examined through a range of activities including research,
language lessons, debates and discussions, art and design workshops, ICT workshops, photography and
film-making, storytelling and song-writing. There will be visits to institutions and parliaments and external
speakers will come to school to share their knowledge and expertise.
The project will start in September with a logo competition, a photography project and workshops on
Roman armour.
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Hockey Update
Scottish Hockey Inter District Tournament
The Scottish Hockey Inter District Tournament took place
on Sunday 19th May. Beth Peat (S2) and Georgia Stark
(S1) made it through the rigorous selection process to
achieve a highly sought after place in the South West U14
district squad.
Katie Murray (S2) also made it into the Hybrid squad,
comprised of a select few girls chosen from players
across each district. Selection for each squad is a huge
achievement.
The U14 West team achieved 5th place and the Hybrid
team were placed 3rd overall. Congratulations to all the
girls, a true testament to their hard work and dedication
to the sport.

Aquathlon win for S1 & S2
Pupils
Three of our pupils - Emily Taylor, Kathryn Taylor (S1) and
Nathan Hughes (S2), sucessfully competed in the Scottish
Schools’ Aqathlon on Friday 26th April 2019!
As part of the Aquathlon, Emily, Kathryn & Nathan swam
300m before exiting the pool and running 2km.
All the pupils swam brilliantly against a strong field and
reached Transition 1 to change into their running shoes in
good times.
The run was a mixture of off road and track. Emly, Kathryn
and Nathan all competed at a good level and enjoyed taking
part!

Whole School Hockey Tournament
Our annual end of season whole-school hockey
tournament took place at the weekend and as always,
it was a morning of fast-paced and good-humoured
competition!
Pupils from P6-S6 took part as did a parents team, formal
pupil team and a staff team. The weather was glorious
and attendance was a record high with over 100 people
involved in organising or playing and many simply
spectating!
In the final, the staff defended their title against the S3.
However, we are delighted to announce that S3 were
victorious! Or as Mrs Penton puts it ‘ they stole the title
from the staff, the reigning champions.’ In bronze medal
place was the senior team.

A special thank you must also go to George McMillan, the
photographer who captured the atmosphere perfectly.

A Note From The Editor
We hope you have enjoyed this edition of The Turret!
This biannual magazine aims to capture the essence of
Wellington. While it has been exciting reliving the last
few months of the new academic year, trying to fit all
our stories in can be quite tricky! If you feel we have
missed something, please get in touch and we will seek
to cover your story either on social media, the website
or even the next edition of The Turret!
In the event of there being a factual mistake, please
accept our apologies. If you get in touch, we will amend
the digital version of the magazine, which is available on
the School Publications page of the website:
wellingtonschool.org/wellington-life/school-publications.

Additionally, the school would be delighted to
supply you with extra copies of The Turret at
no cost, so please don’t hesitate to get in touch!
Former Pupils - you are receiving this
publication because you indicated that you
wished to receive copies when you registered
online. If you no longer wish to receive
The Turret by post, please get in touch by
telephone (as above) or email:
formerpupils@wellingtonschool.org.

If you have any feedback, enquiries or requests, please
contact Miss Cassells via emai: press@wellingtonschool.
org or by telephone: 01292 269321.
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Stay Social!

Make sure you keep up to date with Wellington
life by following us on our social media accounts:
facebook.com/wellingtonschoolayr
twitter.com/Wellington_Ayr
www.instagram.com/wellington_schoolayr/

wellingtonschool.org

